Abstract. The main result of this paper states that if (N, Π) is a pair of independent point processes on a common ground space with N Poisson and Π determinantal induced by a locally trace class (not necessarily self-adjoint) correlation kernel, then their independent superposition N + Π determines uniquely the distributions of N and Π.
Introduction
Let E be an arbitrary locally compact Polish space, equipped with a non-negative Radon measure µ. Let N be the set of non-negative integers. Let Γ = Γ(E) be the set of Radon measures on E with values in N ∪ {∞}, equipped with the smallest sigma-algebra B Γ making the following mappings measurable:
where B ranges over all Borel subsets of E. By a point process Λ on E, we always mean a Γ(E)-valued random variable. Thus a point process is a random Radon counting measure. For further background on the general theory of point processes, see Daley and Vere-Jones [4] , Kallenberg [5] .
The independent superposition of two independent point processes Λ 1 and Λ 2 on E is defined as their sum Λ 1 + Λ 2 . The above sum is understood as the sum of two random counting measures on E.
Our main result is the following ridigity property of superpositions involving determinantal processes with locally trace class (not necessarily self-adjoint) kernels. The definitions of Poisson and determinantal processes will be recalled in §1.2 and §1.3. Theorem 1.1. Let (N, Π) be a pair of independent point processes on E with N Poisson and Π determinantal induced by a locally trace class (not necessarily self-adjoint) correlation kernel. Let (N ′ , Π ′ ) be another such independent pair. If the independent superpositions of the two pairs have the same distribution:
Remark 1.2. In statistic mechanics, determinantal processes were originally developed in the study of the statistic mechanics of fermion particle systems. While Poisson point processes are usually used to model many random processes in nature such as locations of stars in the sky, defects in materials, chemical reactions etc. It would be interesting to have a physical interpretation of the superposition rigidity stated in Theorem 1.1.
A more general result, Theorem 2.5, is given after the proof of Theorem 1.1.
1.1.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We will use the probability generating functionals of Poisson and determinantal point processes. More precisely, the probability generating functionals of two independent point processes N and Π (N being Poisson and Π being determinantal), give rise to two families of entire functions on C: for any bounded compactly supported function ϕ : E → C, define two entire functions by
See (1.1) and (1.3) for the definitions of B N and B Π . It turns out that for any fixed ϕ, the entire function z → B N (zϕ) never vanishes (Lemma 2.2), while the entire function z → B Π (zϕ) is uniquely determined by its zeros (see Lemma 2.3 for precise statement). Note that the probability generating functional of the independent superposition N + Π is given by the product:
Now the following elementary observation is crucial for us.
• It is possible to reconstruct two unknown entire functions from their product, provided that one of the two functions is uniquely determined by its zeros and the other is non-vanishing. Using the above observation, we see that the probability generating functional of the independent superposition N + Π determines uniquely the probability generating functionals of N and Π and hence determines uniquely the distributions of N and Π.
Poisson point processes.
A point process N on E is called a Poisson point process with intensity measure ν (which is a Radon measure on E) if it satisfies the following properties:
• For any finitely many disjoint relatively compact Borel subsets
• For any relatively compact Borel subset B ⊂ E, the random variable N(B) follows the Poisson distribution:
The Bogoliubov functional or the probability generating functional for the above Poisson point process N is defined by
Here and after, B c (E) denotes the set of bounded Borel functions ϕ : E → C with compact support.
The following lemma is well-known, we refer to Kingman [6, Section 3.2] for its proof. Lemma 1.3. Let N be a Poisson point process on E with intensity measure ν. Then
is a bounded linear operator, then we define
where M g is the operator defined by
is said to be locally trace class if
is in the ideal of trace class operators on L 2 (E, µ) for any relatively compact Borel subsets A, B ⊂ E (the reader is referred to Simon's book [12] for more details on trace class operators).
A point process Π on E is said to be determinantal if there exists a locally trace class operator K :
such that the probability generating functional of Π can be expressed by
where supp e (ϕ) is the essential support of the function ϕ, i.e., supp e (ϕ) is the smallest closed subset of E such that ϕ vanishes µ-almost everywhere on the complementary set (supp e (ϕ)) c . Here the Fredholm determinant det(1+ϕK1 supp e (ϕ) ) is well-defined since the locally trace class implies that ϕK1 supp e (ϕ) is trace class. The reader is referred to Simon [11] for more details on Fredholm determinants and to [ 2 (E, µ) which are locally trace class. However, it is worthwhile to mention that, if one needs to use the correlation functions of determinantal processes, then a special choices of the kernels K as a functions on E × E will be needed.
By the Macchi-Soshnikov theorem [8] , [13] , any positive self-adjoint contractive operator
that is locally trace class gives a determinantal process. See also Shirai and Takahashi [10, 9] . There exist also determinantal point processes with non-selfadjoint correlation kernels.
Although there exist determinantal processes with non locally trace class correlation kernels (see Borodin-Okounkov-Olshanski [1] and Lytvynov [7] ), it seems that our method in this paper works only for locally trace class (not necessarily self-adjoint) correlation kernels.
Proof
We first recall two elementary facts:
• For both the Poisson point process N and the determinantal point process Π on E, the probabillity generating functionals ϕ ∈ B c (E) → B N (ϕ) and ϕ ∈ B c (E) → B Π (ϕ) determine uniquely the the distributions of N and Π. This statement holds for any point processes whose probability generating functionals are well-defined.
• The probability generating functional for the independent superposition N + Π is
Using the above two elementary facts, we see that Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from the following proposition. Proposition 2.1. Let N, Π be two independent point processes on E with N Poisson and Π eterminantal induced by locally trace class correlation kernel. Then the product functional ϕ ∈ B c (E) → B N (ϕ) · B Π (ϕ) determines uniquely the two functionals ϕ ∈ B c (E) → B N (ϕ) and ϕ ∈ B c (E) → B Π (ϕ).
Lemma 2.2. Let N be a Poisson point process on E with intensity measure ν. Then for any fixed ϕ ∈ B c (E), the function z → B N (zϕ) is a non-vanishing entire function.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, for any ϕ ∈ B c (E), we have
which is indeed a non-vanishing entire function. Lemma 2.3. Let Π be a determinantal process on E with locally trace class correlation kernel K. Then for any fixed ϕ ∈ B c (E), the function z → B Π (zϕ) is entire and is uniquely determined by its zeros. More precisely, denote 
are non-zero eigenvalues (counting multiplicities) of the trace class operator T and we have
In particular, the entire function det(1 + zT ) is uniquely determined by its zeros.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. By the definition formula (1.3) for the determinantal process, for any ϕ ∈ B c (E), we have
The locally trace class assumption on K implies that ϕK1 supp e (ϕ) is trace class. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, the function z → B Π (zϕ) is entire and is uniquely determined by its zeros. The representation (2.5) follows from the formula (2.6).
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Define for each fixed ϕ ∈ B c (E) an entire function
Note that F ϕ is determined by the product functional B N · B Π . Now by Lemma 2.2, z → B N (zϕ) is non-vanishing on C. Therefore, the zeros (counting multiplicities) of the entire function z → B Π (zϕ) are exactly Z(F ϕ ), the zeros (counting multiplicities) of F ϕ . By Lemma 2.3, we have
In particular, we have
and hence
The proof of Proposition 2.1 is complete.
Further generalizations.
Using the idea in proof of Theorem 1.1, we can immediately generalize our main result in a more general setting. Let C be the class of point processes Λ on E such that the probability generating functional
is well-defined. It is easy to see that a point process Λ on E belongs to the class C iff for any relatively comapct Borel subset B ⊂ E and any a > 0,
Using routine argument, we can prove that for any C-type point process Λ and any ϕ ∈ B c (E), the function z → B Λ (zϕ) is entire. Now let us define two sub-classes of C:
• Let C non−vanishing be the sub-class of C consisting of C-type point processes Θ's such that for any ϕ ∈ B c (E), the entire function
is non-vanishing on C.
• Let C zero be the sub-class of C consisting of C-type point processes Ξ's such that for any ϕ ∈ B c (E), the entire function
is uniquely determined by its zeros.
Theorem 2.5. Let Θ and Ξ be two independent point processes on E, of type C non−vanishing and type C zero respectively. Then the independent superposition Θ+Ξ determines uniquely the distribution of Θ, as well as that of Ξ.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1.
It is worthwhile to note that the classes C non−vanishing and C zero are both closed under the operation of independent superposition. While the independent superpositions of Poisson point processes yield again Poisson point processes, the independent superpositions of determinantal point processes may yield point processes which are not determinantal.
Let us give more examples of C non−vanishing -type point processes. We call a point process Λ infinitely divisible, if for any n ∈ N, there exist independent identically distributed point processes Λ 1,n , · · · , Λ n,n , such that
Remark 2.6. The criterion (2.7) for the C-type point processes implies that if Λ is an infinite divisible C-type point process, then for any n ∈ N, the point processes Λ 1,n , · · · , Λ n,n in the formula (2.8) all belong to the class C. Therefore, for any non-negative function ϕ ∈ B c (E), we have
which in turn implies that the distribution of Λ 1,n is uniquely determined by that of Λ.
Proposition 2.7. Any C-type infinitely divisible point process is in the class C non−vanishing .
Proof. Let Λ be a C-type infinite divisible point process. Suppose by contradiction that Λ does not belong to the class C non−vanishing , then there exists ϕ 0 ∈ B c (E) and z 0 ∈ C such that
Now since Λ is infinite divisible, by Remark 2.6, there exist C-type independent identically distributed point processes Λ 1,n , · · · , Λ n,n such that the formula (2.8) holds. Therefore, we have B Λ (z · ϕ 0 ) = B Λ 1,n (z · ϕ 0 ) n .
But then the equality (2.9) implies that B Λ 1,n (z 0 · ϕ 0 ) = 0. Therefore, z 0 is a zero of the entire function z → B Λ (z · ϕ 0 ) of multiplicity ≥ n. Since n is arbitrary, z 0 is a zero of the entire function z → B Λ (z · ϕ 0 ) of infinite multiplicity and hence
This contradicts the trivial identity B Λ (0) = 1.
Remark 2.8. Any Cox process is infinite divisible. Moreover, a Cox process Λ on E is in our class C iff its random intensity measure λ satisfies: for any a > 0, E a λ(B) < ∞.
2.2.
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